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Today’s academic librarian is frequently called upon to function as a subject specialist, with or without advanced degrees in other disciplines  One method of monitoring trends within a given field is to study its literature; another is to attend conferences in the discipline.  Discipline-specific conference attendance by academic librarians provides opportunities to interact with faculty in their disciplines that result in an increased communication with faculty, improved reference expertise, and more focused collection development. This paper describes the Texas A&M University Libraries' support for conference attendance and examples of the resulting benefits.
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Academic librarians desiring an entrée to effective liaison activities with teaching and research faculty at their institutions can benefit from attending subject-related conferences.   Librarians typically attend library conferences to learn about current events, trends, and technology, to participate in continuing education, and to network. The information gained at conferences such as the American Library Association, Special Libraries Association, the Association of College and Research Libraries, and Medical Library Association are necessary for professional development.  Similarly, attendance at subject related conferences is important to academic librarians who take on reference, collection development responsibilities, and liaison responsibilities with academic departments. This article describes a program at one institution. The institution not only supports attendance at library-related conferences, but also provides additional funding to academic librarians so that they can attend subject-related conferences.  Through this program the library seeks to augment the knowledge and skill sets of its academic librarians, encouraging direct experience with subject-specific conference attendance that will allow them to effectively support the scholarly and resource needs of their faculty and liaison departments. 
Subject conference programs are customarily sponsored by professional organizations or academic disciplines to further discussion within their constituent groups.  Other professionals attend conferences for the same reasons librarians do:  to discover how professional standards are established, share research findings, and discuss emerging trends.   Also, there are opportunities to interact with experts in the field, attend workshops, discover new resources, develop publishing or presentation opportunities, establish name recognition within the field, and engage in collegial interaction.  
Libraries as institutions benefit because attendance at subject conferences can enhance the effectiveness of the librarian, improve  the reference interview, and demonstrate to other faculty  the value libraries place on librarian involvement in the discipline  As libraries seek to raise the level of librarian and faculty interaction, attendance at subject conferences allow librarians to become active participants in the discipline through the discussion, debate, and development of new ideas and technology.   The opportunity to attend subject discipline conferences is an employee incentive and a recruitment and retention strategy for the institution.  In this era of shrinking budgets and economic uncertainty, providing subject conference funding indicates that librarians are integral to the educational process. 
Literature Review
	A search of the library literature reveals few recent articles about librarian attendance at subject-specific conferences.  The majority of the research is the “how-to” or “this is what we did” type of literature, articles that provide an overview of conferences, such as Steven Bell’s Conferencing @ Your Computer: The Ins and Outs of Virtual Conferences (2006), Kathy Dempsey’s ALA Annual Conference Was Full of Announcements and Pronouncements, Newsline Reports (2005) and John N. Berry, III’s Gathering Steam in Chicago (2005).  
Some of the literature presents arguments for or against attending library conferences, such as Rachel Singer Gordon’s Is Association Membership Worth It? (2004) or Doris Small Helfer’s The Conference Experience: Past, Present, and Future (2001).   These articles offer varied perspectives on conferences and highlight events and activities to consider when attending any conference.  Other articles tend to address components of conferences such as the exhibits, as discussed in Francine Fialkoff’s I Learned It at the Exhibits (2004) and Anne M. Turner’s Exhibits are Valuable, After All (2004).  There are also the requisite publishing of conference reports, proceedings, sessions, and talks.  Two noteworthy exceptions are Cynthia Tysick’s Attending Conferences Outside of Librarianship (2002) and Lucy Eleonore Lyons’s  The Dilemma for Academic Librarians with Collection Development Responsibilities:  A Comparison of the Value of Attending Library Conferences versus Academic Conferences (2007).  
Tysick’s article discusses the benefits of attending non-library conferences to librarians, libraries, the profession, and patrons.  Her article offers some useful preliminary preparation before deciding which conferences to attend, such as speaking to faculty to gather ideas on what events, technology, or publications are of interest to the department, “this will help you plan which events to attend and which topics are important to the faculty you support (2002, p. 76).”  Tysick describes additional benefits for librarian attendance at these conferences; including skills building that promotes the librarian as a dynamic and enthusiastic professional to the non-librarian world.    
Lyons’s article addresses the librarian attending subject specific conferences from a qualitative and quantitative measurement of specific variables, exhibitions and programs specifically.  She develops her case study by comparing two conferences, one subject related and the other library related, to determine which would offer the most value to academic librarians.   Her data presents a cogent argument for attending subject related conferences preferentially.   Librarians who choose to attend only library related conferences as Lyons states in the conclusion of her article, “miss the benefits of interacting with scholars in the discipline, and miss an opportunity to become educated on the latest intellectual, methodological, and cultural developments in the subject field (2007, p. 186).”
This article adds to those discussions by detailing a conference attendance program funded specifically to encourage librarian connections to faculty within their liaison disciplines, while supporting the research and curriculum needs of academic departments.  The article highlights the benefits of attending discipline specific conferences by offering examples.  Appendices are included that list some subject related conferences within the science, engineering, humanities, and health science disciplines.  
Overview of Subject Conference Program
In 2005, the Texas A&M University (TAMU) Libraries’ administration decided to provide in-depth collection development training for subject selectors. Selectors are librarians in tenure track positions. In addition to bringing collection development speakers to the libraries to train the selectors, the Subject Conference Program was created.  Previously, selectors had to choose between attending a library or subject conference, as professional development support provided by the libraries’ administration for each librarian is typically sufficient to fund only one conference per year. When the subject conference program was instituted, selectors who performed collection development for 50% or more of their job were eligible for the conference funding.  The rules have since changed, and now all selectors are eligible for the funding.   Program requirements to receive funding were that attendance had to be relevant to the subject field of the selectors and have an academic/professional component. When the program was first implemented, those availing themselves of the funding were required to present an overview of the subject conference in an open forum; this is no longer a requirement for obtaining funding.  Instead, a one-page written report placed on the libraries’ intranet is required.  In the first two years, twelve selectors attended subject conferences. The conference subjects were: education, agriculture, pharmacy, business, engineering, science, and humanities.  The administration will continue to fund the program until the selectors indicate, by not expending the funds, that funding is no longer needed.  The procedures for requesting funding are listed in Appendix A.  
I.	Humanities and Social Sciences
  	The disciplines of Humanities and Social Sciences (H/SS) cover a wide and varied range of subject matter, with rapidly developing new areas.  The core areas of study cover more than thirty subjects from art to archaeology, dance to economics, education to ethnic studies, folklore to history, library science to linguistics, literature to philosophy, psychology to religion, and sociology to theater, with many others in between.  The very nature of H/SS as comprised of multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary studies requires consideration of not only those traditional disciplines within the H/SS sphere, but those that overlap into the fields of science and engineering.  Many sciences and engineering departments now include humanities components within their areas of research, curriculum, and required course offerings, to facilitate a well-rounded professional, not only capable of knowing the discipline, but also having knowledge of its historical and psycho-social impact.  These new areas of study have joined with the traditional H/SS in developing learned societies, conferences, meetings, and journals to facilitate sharing new theories, discoveries, and to promote further inquiry. Conferences that were historically intended for those with an interest in the hard sciences or those only interested in the H/SS now include programs that encourage attendees to acquire information related to more diverse audiences.  
A print resource for searching for subject conferences within the H/SS disciplines is the Index to Social Sciences & Humanities Proceedings (ISSHP) (2007) which contains the proceedings of thousands of national and international conferences.  This resource does not have information on future conferences and is best used to identify associations for various subjects.  Under the anthropology heading alone are more than 50 choices of meetings and conferences to attend.  All the choices may make for a difficult decision about which meeting to attend.  Deciding whether to attend the American Anthropological Association, or the American Association of Physical Anthropologists, or the Society for Applied Anthropology, or the Society of Psychological Anthropology depend on the emphasis of your faculty or departments in Anthropology.  Departmental websites may provide information about which journals the faculty publish in or if any of them are editors or hold office in professional organizations.   ISSHP’s 48page category index of the H/SS listings provides orientation and guidance to the components within a discipline.  Appendix B provides a selection of H/SS subject areas as listed in ISSHP.  The listing includes the H/SS subject area and the largest professional association within the discipline.  This selective conference listing correlates to Texas A&M University’s faculty interests within the varied humanities and social sciences departments.   
The Internet offers another avenue for the discovery of subject specific conferences in H/SS.  The Internet can often make finding conferences an easier task if the exact name of the discipline or conference is known, but just surfing the net for possibilities takes and may waste considerable time and effort.  The websites mentioned below can assist in the process by providing alerts, listings, and links to pertinent information:
	All Conferences.com (http://www.Allconferences.com) provides comprehensive information on academic, scientific, and medical conferences, conventions, exhibits, workshops, events and business meetings. 
	American Council of Learned Societies (http://www.acls.org/) provides information on a broad range of national or international learned societies and organizations in the humanities and social sciences.
	H-Net Humanities and Social Sciences Online (http://www.h-net.org/) facilitates the exchange of ideas from a national and international group of scholars and educators, creating and coordinating Internet networks to advance teaching and research in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. 
	Conference Alerts-Academic Conferences Worldwide (http://www.conferencealerts.com/index.htm) provides information on conferences in the U.S. and around the world on a wide and diverse range of subjects, including professional, scholarly, and government supported.  The ability to receive e-mail updates about conferences matching your interests, available dates, and preferred destinations is an added bonus.
II.	Science and Engineering
Texas A&M University offers 40 science and engineering programs across five colleges -the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, the College of Architecture, the College of Engineering, the College of Geosciences and the College of Science. The TAMU Libraries provide research coverage in over half of the fields of engineering and science in its online list of subject guides. The list includes aerospace, electrical engineering, chemistry, mathematics, construction science, biomedical engineering, environmental studies and physics. Similar to the humanities and social sciences, most are interdisciplinary. For example students in civil engineering use resources in construction science, geology, business, petroleum engineering, and environmental studies for their studies. 
Faculty and graduate students in science and engineering departments at Texas A&M University are actively involved in professional organizations and conferences. The Department of Geology, for example, provides funding for graduate students to attend the annual conference of the Association of American Geographers (AAG).  Conferences provide an ideal environment for faculty and graduate students in the science and engineering fields to present and/or publish time sensitive findings where being first to present or publish is paramount.  Appendix C provides a selected listing of science/science & engineering professional organizations with their related subject conferences.  
	Librarians can discover which conferences in the science and engineering fields are relevant to their faculty by looking at faculty vitas. The faculty usually list the associations and societies to which they belong and the conferences where they present papers.  Conferences provide opportunities where librarians can interact with faculty and graduate students and acquire updated knowledge in their subject areas.  The resources listed below provide excellent information on conferences and proceedings.  They are good resources to use in determining which conferences have relevant content for the science and engineering departments being served.
	PapersInvited (http://www.papersinvited.com) is a database from Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA). PapersInvited assists researchers at all levels who are seeking publishing opportunities for their research papers. PapersInvited presents an exhaustive list of Calls for Papers issued by professional bodies, journal editors and other conference organizers in all disciplines.
	Conference Papers Index (http://www.csa.com) is a database from CSA. Conference Papers provides citations to papers and poster sessions presented at major scientific meetings around the world. Subject emphasis has been in the life sciences, environmental sciences and the aquatic sciences.
	Directory of Published Proceedings (http://www.interdok.com/dopp/dopp_search.cfm) is a directory which contains information on published conference proceedings from the following areas: science, technology, medical, life sciences, pollution control, ecology, social sciences, and humanities. The proceedings can be ordered from this site.
	ProceedingsFirst (http://firstsearch.oclc.org) is an OCLC index of worldwide conference proceedings. It covers every published congress, symposium, conference, exposition, workshop and meeting received by The British Library Document Supply Centre. Each record contains a list of the papers presented at each conference. Librarians can easily search the database for a list of conferences on a specific subject, and browse article titles in the conference proceedings.
III.		Health Sciences
	In addition to on-campus veterinary and agriculture programs, the Medical Sciences Library has primary responsibility to serve the Texas A&M Health Science Center (HSC), a system component consisting of the School of Rural Public Health and the Colleges of Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, Dentistry, the Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, and the Institute of Biosciences and Technology. Dentistry is served by a site-specific library located in Dallas. Several of the HSC programs are new, including Pharmacy (2006) and Nursing (2008).  These new programs require review and development of the library’s collections in these areas and the establishment of liaison relationships. The opportunity to engage in professional conferences is especially timely.
	Health Sciences professionals are increasingly interested in more effective information retrieval with an emphasis on lifelong learning, evidence-based practice, and access to information resources. Because of this trend, many of these associations include an information-focused special interest group (SIG) or section, such as the LIME (Librarians in Medical Education) groups of the geographic regions of the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), or the Libraries/Educational Resources Section of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP).  Joining such groups allows librarians to participate as information professionals at the conference, in addition to learning more about the discipline in general. Increasingly, there are inter-professional initiatives in health science education that can be explored and incorporated into library instruction and outreach. Specialty and interdisciplinary conferences abound in the health sciences, including American Association of Public Health Dentistry (AAPHD), American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA), and the many subspecialty organizations in medicine, pharmacy, nursing and allied health.
	Librarians in the health sciences can target state and national conferences tied to professional education in the health disciplines. Some of the major organizations in this area are listed in Appendix D. Local and regional meetings, which are usually tied to a particular theme or regional concern, can also be excellent learning experiences. Communication with participants can alert the librarian to topics being addressed in the curriculum and in faculty research, and it is more likely that local faculty will be present in perhaps a more informal and welcoming environment.
	National professional organizations are another source to mine for relevant issues of importance in the field, although the information can be more technical and there are not as many information-specific SIGs or sections. Interacting with professionals discussing the issues and trends of current importance, and learning where the profession sees its future is a great way to anticipate educational changes.
	Librarians in the health sciences employ the strategies already discussed, including looking at individual faculty vitas for research interests, using the databases listed below and checking online sites specific to the field, or listings of major organizations in a particular field. 
	Conference Alerts Health listings (http://www.conferencealerts.com/health.htm, http://www.conferencealerts.com/publichealth.htm) provide information on upcoming events in the fields of health, public health, prevention, epidemiology and related fields in the U.S. and around the world, with the ability to receive e-mail updates about conferences matching your interests.
	The Directory of Health Organizations from the National Library of Medicine (http://dirline.nlm.nih.gov/) is an online listing of primarily health and biomedicine organizations, although it also provides limited coverage of some other special interests 
Benefits
	From 2006-2008, thirteen librarians used the subject conference funding.  A questionnaire given to those librarians revealed that three are new (less than five years in the profession), but most were attending a subject conference for the first time.   Two of the librarians are no longer with the university.  Of the eight respondents, six would attend the same conference again if funded, and two respondents felt the knowledge gained was important, but would attend a different conference that covered another of their liaison subjects.  All eight of the respondents noted that a very important benefit of attending a subject conference is the opportunity to share information either through developing new instructional materials, writing articles, or sharing experiences via power point presentations to their colleagues in the library.  They indicated that attending the conferences enhanced interactions with their liaison faculty.  The overall opinion was that the information gleaned was helpful and that it was an excellent opportunity for librarians to gain constructive knowledge. 
	Regular attendance at some subject conferences is necessary to stay up-to-date with innovations and changes in ever evolving fields such as bioengineering and medicine.  Some academic librarians have liaison responsibilities within a number of departments, so an opportunity to attend more than one subject conference should be investigated.  For example, Florida International University Libraries (FIU) has built in funding for attendance at two subject conferences per year to assist librarians in meeting the needs of their faculty.  According to the FIU policy, “…it may be advantageous for an individual with broad and varied liaison activities and work responsibilities to attend more than two conferences, and this should be encouraged (2008, p.1).”   Librarians could also rotate yearly between attending library related and subject related conferences to ensure that liaisons are staying abreast of new trends.  The benefits of attending subject conferences vary, but making use of the opportunity can promote innovative interactions as noted by the librarians we interviewed. 
	One librarian who attended the Oral History Association (OHA) conference learned about new oral documentary projects available, the latest funding programs to assist in developing oral history programs, Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirements, and guidelines for gathering oral histories.  Experts shared information on recent advances in the development of digital technical equipment; information to assist faculty in their research and provide ideas that could be adapted to the campus community.  Attendance at OHA was helpful to the TAMU Qatar library’s oral history project which documents the establishment of the campus in this Middle Eastern country.  The librarian assisted the library director with information related to the Institutional Review Board process and provided consent forms.  Other opportunities to use knowledge from the conference included interviewing Buffalo Soldiers from World War II to add to the library’s collections, and setting up an oral history project to document Black faculty, staff, and administrators at A&M.  
	A science and engineering librarian spoke about the problems of deciding which conference to attend especially in the highly interdisciplinary field of Engineering.  Identifying faculty departmental fields, especially those that she interacted with on a regular basis, helped to narrow her decision to attend the Annual Conference of the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE).  This conference, which offers more than 30 tracks in engineering and engineering education topics, helped in learning more about this interdisciplinary aspect of Engineering.  The educational tracks, in particular, assisted in understanding how courses are structured and where the library could make a contribution to the curriculum.  The most immediate and significant benefit from attending the ASEE Annual Conference was seen in the interaction with the Engineering faculty.  They were impressed that a librarian attended an Engineering conference to become better informed on their research and teaching activities.  This led to improved professional communication with many of the professors in the liaison academic departments.   The librarian found that faculty from the engineering departments frequently presented research in tracks that were not their primary field of study.  This information helped in identifying areas for directing and expanding collection development activities; improved the delivery of reference services to the students; and also led to the librarian being asked by two agricultural engineering faculties to teach the senior project students how to find information through the library resources and via the Internet.   Attending the ASEE conference education track also gave the librarian guidelines for the amount of assistance to provide students.  Engineering educators want the students to take the initiative to use factual resources and don’t want the students to be spoon-fed information, so that they are prepared for the real world.  
	Another science and engineering librarian spoke about attending the annual conference of ACM Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR).  Although the research area was not very strong at Texas A&M at the time, the Department of Computer Science was hiring new faculty to enhance this area and knowledge from this conference would help in developing a better library collection for the potentially new faculty. Benefits from this conference included obtaining book catalogs specifically on information retrieval from vendors in the exhibit, learning new techniques that increased the effectiveness of interactions with the new faculty member in the computer science department whose research focus is information retrieval, and the use of more desirable subject terms to demonstrate keyword searches in computer science databases during instructional sessions. Overall, the experience of this subject conference helped in working more effectively and efficiently in developing collections, networking with faculty, and providing in-depth reference services.
	One of the newer librarians in the Medical Science Library used the funding to attend the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) annual meeting.  This conference provided this librarian with a unique opportunity to interact with both the ideas and people within the field.  The meeting provided a venue for conversations about the need for library instruction targeted at new faculty; facilitated feedback and suggestions for collection development at a publisher’s exhibit, where the faculty discussed the merits of the resource in hand; and afforded the opportunity to provide input regarding curriculum development over coffee between sessions. More importantly, attendance allowed for the building of relationships and proved to the faculty that their interests are important to the library – and the library is willing to invest time and money to serve them better. 
	The Libraries/Educational Resources Section is an active part of AACP, and is responsible for the creation and maintenance of the Basic Resources for Pharmacy Education and AACP Core Journal List used in collection development, as well as by the educational accreditation body, Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education. By joining the section and working as an advisor to the list updates, this librarian was able to directly impact pharmacy education in the United States, as well as help continually improve the collection at the library. Meeting with this group of librarians, drug information center coordinators, and other faculty from pharmacy programs across the nation was an added benefit to this conference attendance and extended the librarian’s professional network.
Obstacles 
	The benefits of attending subject specific conferences are well documented, but there are some serious obstacles that need to be considered.  Some potential problems include conferences that require membership to attend.  Often the cost of membership plus registration for non-members can be prohibitive and even more so if one wants to continue attending for succeeding years, while also maintaining librarian organizational membership.  Other conferences require certain educational credentials for membership or attendance such as Master’s or Ph.D.’s in the field.  One librarian, after attending a large conference within her liaison field, saw problems in trying to choose from hundreds of concurrent programs and presentations.  The absence of identifiable librarians at these meetings or the lack of a librarian sub-groups feeds into a sense of isolation and the feelings of being an outsider. Partnering with other librarians or making contact with liaison faculty prior to attending a subject conference can minimize some of these obstacles to attending large conferences.  Many librarians at the university have not taken advantage of subject conference funding often citing some of the reasons mentioned above.  More experienced librarians expressed the need to conserve funding for newer faculty, but some also stated that they attended conferences within the state or region that provided a sufficient overview of new materials.  One senior librarian felt that reading committee minutes, blogs/listserves within the subject met the need for expert or collegial interaction rather than traveling to a conference.  Some new librarians felt they had not found a worthy conference as of yet, or were too busy getting up to speed on their new assignments to attend, while others are looking forward to future use of the program.  
Future Research
	Research that surveys the effectiveness of this subject conference program and compares it to similar programs should be the next steps for future study.  A survey of Texas A&M University librarians who have taken advantage of the subject conference funding versus those who haven’t would provide statistical and informational data that would help in determining the effectiveness of the A&M program.  Studies that investigate the number of institutions/academic libraries that offer funding for subject conference attendance would offer some comparative date.  A survey of academic librarians at peer institutions who have attended a subject conference either instead of or in addition to library conference in the past five years would also provide additional qualitative and quantitative analysis.  
Conclusion
	The acknowledgment that staff development is a strategic priority for Texas A&M University Libraries resulted in the establishment of an innovative program to fund subject conference attendance for academic librarians.   The multi-disciplined and interdisciplinary nature of the academic community necessitates providing opportunities for academic librarians to attend subject conferences.  The information attained from attending subject conferences aids librarians, new and veteran, in better understanding the research, reference, and information needs of their assigned departments. As noted in the examples given by Texas A&M University librarians, funding to attend subject conferences presents professional opportunities that allow for the development of new skills, provides for the enhancement of subject expertise, promotes the establishment of a rapport with their liaison faculty, and can be very useful in obtaining tenure and promotion.  
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Appendix A.  Procedure Document for Requesting Funding for Subject Specific Conferences

1.  Submit a letter of application to the relevant Discipline Chair. Discipline Chairs should submit these to the Chair of Information Services Administrative Group (ISAG).   Letters of application may be submitted either electronically or in paper copy. This statement should include:
	a.  Title of the conference
	b.  Location and dates of the conference
c.  URL for the conference, or its sponsoring organization.  If the conference has no web presence, a photocopy of the print brochure may be attached.
d.  A brief (100 words or less) statement regarding the relevance of the conference to the subject field.  This may be evident from the title of the conference; in such case, the statement need not belabor the point.

2.  The Discipline Chair will review applications, and if the applications merit, bring them to the ISAG for approval.  Criteria for valid applications include the eligibility of the subject selector and the relevance of the conference to the subject selector’s areas.  In regard to the second criteria, Discipline Chairs are urged to err on the side of inclusivity, and may suggest modifications to the application to clarify its meaning.

3.  The ISAG will establish a standing agenda item in their weekly meeting for review and approval of applications.  If turnaround time is a factor, applications can be circulated to the ISAG membership for review and approval via email.  It is expected that as many of the ISAG members as possible will comment, but a unanimous decision is not required for approval if no serious concerns are raised.

4.  The Chair of the ISAG will provide a written approval to the subject specialist via email, cc’d to the Discipline Chair, the Associate Dean, and the Dean.  See sample text below.

5.  To receive funding, the Subject Specialist must then submit a regular Personnel Development form for Administrative funding, with the ISAG approval printed out and attached.  This form should be signed by the Discipline Chair, and then forwarded to Administration for final disposition.  On the Personnel Development form, please check the box marked “Other” and enter “subject conference” in the line next to it.

6.   After attending the conference, the subject specialist librarians should submit a one page report to ISAG via a designated administrative assistant. The statement should address how their attendance at the conference broadened their understanding of their subject area and may benefit their work in their subject area and their service to the Library and to the University.  The assistant will place the report on the intranet for review. 


Appendix B. Selected Humanities and Social Sciences Conferences 
	H/SS	                  		 Professional Organization & Conference          
Anthropology	American Anthropological Association Conference
Architecture	The American Institute of Architects
Area and Ethnic group studies	African Studies Association; National Assn. of Hispanic and Latino Studies




Education & Ed. research	American Educational Research Assn.
English	Modern Language Association
Film, radio & television	American Studies Association
History	American Historical Association
International relations	International Studies Association
Language & linguistics	Linguistics Society of American
Music	American Music Conference
Philosophy	Amer. Philosophical Association
Political science	Amer. Political Science Association
Psychology	Amer.  Psychology Assoc.
Religion	Religious Communication Association
Sociology	American Sociological Association
Theater/Performing Arts	Association for Theatre in Higher Ed. 

Appendix C. Selected Science/Science & Engineering Conferences 
	S/S&E				Professional Organization & Conference                         	
Aerospace	American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Atmospheric Science	American Meteorological Society
Biology	Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
Biomedical Engineering	Biomedical Engineering Society
Chemistry	American Chemical Society
Chemical Engineering	American Institute of Chemical Engineers; American Chemical Society
Civil Engineering	American Society of Civil Engineering
Computer Science	Association for Computing Machinery
Electrical Engineering	Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
Engineering Technology & Industrial Distribution	Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences
Geography 	Association of American Geographers
Geology & Geophysics	American Geophysics Union; Geological Society of American; 
Mathematics	American Mathematical Society
Mechanical Engineering	American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Nuclear Engineering	American Nuclear Society
Oceanography	Oceanography Society; Am. Geophysical Union; Estuarine Research Federation
Petroleum Engineering	Society of Petroleum Engineers
Physics	American Physical Society
Statistics 	American Statistical Association
Visualization	Association for Computing Machinery

Appendix D. Selected Organizations on Health Science 
National Organizations of Health Science Education
American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN)	www.aacn.nche.edu/
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP)	www.aacp.org
American Dental Education Association (ADEA)	www.adea.org
American Nursing Credentialing Center (ANCC)	www.nursecredentialing.org
Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC)	www.aamc.org
Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions (ASAHP)	www.asahp.org
Association of Schools of Public Health (ASPH)	www.asph.org
National Health Professions Organizations 
American Dental Association (ADA)	www.ada.org
American Medical Association (AMA)	www.ama-assn.org
American Nurses Association (ANA)	www.nursingworld.org
American Pharmacists Association (APhA)	www.pharmacist.com
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